
  

 

Abstract— When dealing with a real time sensor network, 

building test data with a known ground truth is a tedious and 

cumbersome task.  In order to quickly build test data for such a 

network, a simulation solution is a viable option.  Simulation 

environments have a close relationship with computer game 

environments, and therefore there is much to be learned from 

game engine design.  In this paper, we present our vision for a 

simulated in-home sensor network and describe ongoing work 

on using elements of game engines for building the simulator. 

Validation results are included to show agreement on motion 

sensor simulation with the physical environment. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

E are using sensor networks to evaluate the daily and 

long-term behavior of people living in eldercare.  This 

is done via a unique collaboration between a privately 

owned independent living complex and the University of 

Missouri [1].  This relationship allows research to utilize the 
facilities of this complex to develop systems for “aging in 

place”, the idea that seniors can live independently with the 

aid of non-intrusive monitoring technology.  Several 

apartments in this complex have been set up with wireless 

sensor networks either for testing or collecting data on 

voluntary participants.  Using these systems, we are looking 

for methods of early illness detection and adverse event 

recognition.  These systems range from monitoring activity 

level through motion sensors [2] to detecting falls using 

silhouetted video capture [3].   

Up to this point, in order to generate test data we have 
installed one or more networks in residential apartments then 

either had real residents live with a sensor network for a 

period of time, or acted out specialized tests ourselves to 

acquire data with a known ground truth.  This is a slow and 

sometimes cumbersome task and is not suitable for 

recreating sensor data with a specified condition over long 

periods of time (e.g., several months).   

To address this problem, we are developing a sensor 

network simulator.    Several simulator solutions exist in this 

realm, including wireless topology simulators [4], full 3D 

animation environments [5], and simulators for robots [8].  

However, none of the existing simulation systems address 
our vision of a simulator for an in-home sensor network. 
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Our vision includes a simulation environment capable of 

performing the same tasks as our most common sensors.  

The output of this simulated network must match the output 
of our real network.  It must be easy to switch out room 

layouts and change sensors for positioning and adaptations.  

The simulator should include support for multiple input 

types, such as direct input via keyboard, translation from real 

networks, and output from a behavior generation system 

which supports the generation of long term sensor data for 

specified behavioral conditions and/or changes. 

Our needs require a system providing a complete 

workflow for establishing behavior scenarios through 

simulating behavior in a passive sensor network on to a 

custom logging system.  Most solutions available only cover 

a portion of this workflow and may or may not lend 
themselves to integration within a larger system.  Some 

studies have been done with game environments in 

evaluating flexible architectures for use in general 

simulation [6].  The wide variety of techniques used in game 

engine architectures allows for high customization of a real-

time environment.  It is with this notion that we are pursuing 

the development of a simulator with elements of game 

design in mind. 

II.  THE PHYSICAL NETWORK 

The current version of our sensor network is detailed in 

Figure 1 [9].  It is composed of a data logger that keeps track 

of the passive sensors, an event-driven video network (in 

development, not currently installed), and a reasoning engine 

to fuse sensor and video data to analyze patterns of activity. 

There are currently 20 apartments with this network 

installed at TigerPlace (without the video sensor network).  

They are equipped with motion sensors, a bed sensor, and a 

stove temperature sensor.  The motion sensors are used for 

room activity and for specific areas such as the shower, 
kitchen drawers, refrigerator, and laundry closet.  The 

sensors meant for specific areas are placed in ways to limit 

their view, such as being placed on the ceiling looking 

directly down on the shower.  The bed sensor is a pneumatic 

strip that captures presence in bed along with qualitative 

pulse, respiration and bed restlessness information [7]. 

The portions of this network that we are concerned with 

initially in the simulator are the passive motion sensors and 

the data logger.  The logger collects output from the sensors 

and records these events with a date and time into a 

database.  
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Fig 1.  Organization of the sensor network used in TigerPlace. Here, we describe the simulation of the motion sensors. 

 

III. SIMULATOR DESIGN 

A. Intended Uses 

We envision a sensor network simulator that facilitates 

research through multiple functions.  The following 

discussion lists several scenarios in which the simulator will 

be used. 
For small specific testing, the simulator should handle 

real-time interactive input, e.g. driving a simulated resident 

through the environment using keyboard strokes.  With this, 

researchers can collect sensor data on specific activities, 

such as walking through the apartment from the front door to 

the bedroom.  To further aid this use, the simulator should 

record input to replay at a later time.  This means that a user 

can perform some actions and then have those actions replay 

over and over to collect more data on them.   

For complex behavior or long term behavior, a higher 

level function is required.  This new functionality should be 
able to take in a high level linguistic summary of behavior 

with changes over time and then build trajectories using this 

behavior, which the simulator can use.  These behaviors will 

include, but not be limited to: daily routines such as time 

waking up, using the bathroom, preparing meals, eating, 

watching TV, reading, leaving the apartment as well as 

lifestyle patterns showing signs of depression (e.g. more 

sleep and limited activity during the day) or cognitive 

decline (e.g. wandering or pacing).  

The output of the physical sensor network consists of 

database entries corresponding to a particular sensor with a 

time of fire.  However, the database entries carry little to no 
context.  They can only tell us what room activity took place 

and when. To better understand this output, a graphical 

representation of a person walking around the apartment 

would provide more context.  By re-mapping these entries 

back into a spatial representation of the apartment, we can 

build a trajectory list to emulate a person’s movement 

around the apartment. Visualizing this movement in the 

simulator can give care providers an idea of what the 

resident has been doing in order to better understand their 

state of health.  Such a visualization would also aid 

researchers in developing algorithms to automatically 
analyze unusual patterns of activity. 

The room layout functionality of the simulator will also 

facilitate preliminary testing of sensor configurations in the 

apartments before actual installation.  By placing the motion 

sensors in the simulator on a particular floor plan, we can 

see the coverage area.  This will allow analysis of overlap 

and dead zones, which can lead to poor data collection.  

Coupled with the ability to simulate complex behaviors, 

initial tests may be run to ensure that a sensor configuration 
is adequate to capture long term behavior patterns. 

B. Design Overview 

Figure 2 shows the generalized connectivity of our 

proposed solution.  Currently, we are focusing on the 

simulation portion; behavior generation will be included in 
future work.  The interactive portion of the simulator is 

being built using C++ with two open-source game 

development libraries; Gosu (platform independent 

rendering and input polling) and box2D (2D rigid body 

physics) among other libraries for data serialization and 

storage.  It incorporates several techniques and components 

common in game engines.  For flow control, there is the 

game loop, which is a timed loop that allows control of 

simulation speed.  For interactive movement, a physics 

system is used.  The physics system handles collision 

detection and response for movements such as running into 

walls and various other spatial calculations.  The simulation 
is also data-driven using text based configuration files.  

These configuration files tell the simulator what objects to 

simulate and how.  

C. Game Loop (Control) 

The interactive simulator relies on a timed loop.  This loop 

is run 60 times per second through monitoring. It controls all 
the logic and rendering functions.  By handling the loop in 

this way, the simulation can be run on any modern CPU 

without having speed-up or speed-down issues.  This 

separation between real time and simulation time also allows 

us to simulate faster or slower than real time to either build 

more data (faster), or view the simulation in detail. 

The control schema of the loop is listed below: 

 Collect input 

 Step the physics simulation with time passed 
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 Update all simulation objects with input and time 

passed 

 Render all simulation objects (if needed) 

This method keeps all objects synchronized to the same 

timeframe and ensures that during any drawing operation, all 

objects are up to date.  The parameterization of time passed 
allows the simulation to run in real-time, fast time or even 

slow time.  In this way, the simulation can be used 

interactively, for generating large amounts of sensor data in 

a short amount of time, or for deep analysis of specific 

actions.   

 

 
Fig 2.  Data flow for simulator and behavior generation systems. 

 

D. Physics (Interactivity) 

The simulator uses rigid body physics.  This means that it 

is intended to simulate Newtonian physics on rigid, convex 

hulls and assumes no intra-object movement. For the 

interactive portion of the simulator, this is used to handle 
collision detection and response for the agent’s movement.  

In all cases it is used for ray intersection tests to determine 

object penetration of a motion sensor’s field of view.   

The primary motion sensor used in our apartments is a 

passive infrared (PIR) sensor that detects movement of 

thermal bodies.  These sensors have a conical view area with 

a slightly higher resolution in the central vision over 

peripheral vision.  We have found them to have view angles 

of 145° on the horizontal axis and 50° on the vertical axis.  

They fire in a timed fashion; an initial fire will occur 1-2 

seconds after detecting movement and thereafter every 6-8 

seconds where motion is still detected. 
Simulating this device’s behavior can be done in several 

ways.  The method used here works under the assumption 

that all moving objects in the scene are thermal and are large 

enough to trigger the sensor when moving.  On each update, 

a simulated sensor will shoot out a number of rays inside its 

view cone.  These rays will return their length which will be 

shorter if they intersect some object.  When this length 

changes, the sensor will enter the active state and fire.   

Figure 3 shows the visual representation used in the 

simulator, where the lines indicate rays cast to test for 

intersection of objects in the scene.  While active, the sensor 

will continue to fire every 6-8 seconds as long as motion is 
detected.  This is done though a counter utilizing the game 

loop that chooses a random number between six and eight to 

wait until the next fire time. 

Some PIR sensors are placed on the ceiling pointed 

straight down to focus on a specific area.  For these, the 

simulator establishes a rectangular area that when intersected 

will enter the active state.  These areas are separate from any 

collision response code so they do not interfere with 

movement. 

 

 
Fig 3.  Graphical representation of a PIR motion sensor with test 

rays to detect motion.  The distribution of the rays is concentrated 
for central view and sparse for peripheral view. 

E. Text Configuration (Data) 

To provide data to the simulation, a standard format should 

be chosen.  This format must be able to represent common 

types of data, including text, numbers, lists, and named 

groups.  There are several formats for text representation of 

data.  A few examples are XML [10], JSON [11] and YAML 
[12].  For this simulator, JSON was chosen for its balance in 

readability and simplicity in data representation.   

The use of text files for configuration delays data 

dependency until runtime instead of during compilation.  

This provides a standard way to pass data between systems 

and gives users control over how the simulation runs.  The 

configuration scheme used for the simulator is a two level 

hierarchy.  At the top, there is a file reference hardcoded in 

the simulator wherein the next level of configurations are 

linked.  The three JSON files below this level provide detail 

on the environment layout, metadata for the database, and 
information on the person to be simulated.  Each of these 

can be modified by separate tools, which are planned for 

development at a later time. 

IV. SIMULATOR EVALUATION 

Currently, the simulator has the core functionality for its 

three types of input.  It will accept interactive input via a 

keyboard, record and play back this input, and also read a 

path description file then act out that path within the 
environment.  Alongside each of these input types, the 
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simulator has the aforementioned implementation for PIR 

sensor simulation.   

To test the system, we conducted several activity 

exercises within one of the apartments using the installed 

network, then translated that movement into our path 

description format.  This activity was designed to establish 
patterns of firing for different speeds and distances from the 

sensors.  One person walked perpendicular to a single PIR 

sensor at distances of five and ten feet in 5 minute bursts.  

The speeds used were about half normal walking speed, 

normal walking speed and double normal walking speed 

(roughly 0.5, 1, and 2 meters per second). 

 As the real data involves many variables that are not yet 

implemented or tuned within the simulator (e.g. sensor 

inaccuracies, lost or corrupted signals and other noise) we 

wish to establish two things about the sensor output of the 

simulator;  first is that the simulator output resembles the 

output of the real network within reason, and second is that 
when removing all variables the simulator will produce 

consistent results with itself invariant of simulation speed.   

 
Fig. 4.  Firings comparison between real data and simulation.  Red 
is simulator output and blue is real data. 

Our results for evaluating the first concern were fairly 

good.  Once the simulated path matched the real path we 

found that the agreement in number of sensor firings per 

activity was around 93% (difference of 16 in 230 total 

firings).  Figure 4 shows the results where portion A denotes 

the slow walking pace, B average, and C fast pace activities. 

To address the second concern, we ran the simulator 

without any randomness at several speeds; five times, ten 
times, fifty times, and one hundred times normal speed.  We 

found a one-to-one agreement in output between normal 

speed, five and ten times normal speed.  For the fifty and 

one hundred times speed we found some disagreement 

dependent on the walking pace.  For the slow pace the high 

simulation speeds lost one firing and for the fast pace two 

firings were gained on average.  This seems to indicate that 

the simulator loses data when run at such speeds.  Some of 

this data is regained when running the simulator at a faster 

update interval.   

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A complete system for simulation and behavior generation 

is needed to aid our long-term research with enabling 

independent living for seniors.  This system will take ideas 

and designs from several sources including robotics and 

game design. We are currently finishing the  implementation 

of the simulation portion.  In designing the behavior 

generation processes, we intend to enable end-user control 

through a high-level scripting language allowing a multitude 

of behavioral designs including reactive [13] and hybrid [14] 

robot architectures.  
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